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Content

This document defines the XML syntax required for the Locanto Classifieds category 'Jobs' for XML 
submissions. 

Intended Audience 

This guide assumes that its readers: 

• Are experienced web or application developers 

• Are familiar with XML
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How to contact our Team

If you encounter any problems or have any questions regarding submitting an XML feed to Locanto, 
contact our team at partner@locanto.com
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Explains the purpose of Locanto Classifieds and why you should use the XML Feed for syndicating 
your job listings to Locanto.

About Locanto

Locanto is a free local classifieds site that allows both private and commercial users to promote their 
ads online in 53 countries. 

If you have more than 1,000 ads, you can send your data through to us for free and it will be 
automatically uploaded onto Locanto and updated regularly. Locanto benefits include features such as 
no limit on the description of texts, html formatting and the upload of 5 images per ad. If you have less 
than 1,000 ads, please use our API: https://api.locanto.info

Data Delivery Methods 

Locanto can process feeds that are stored on HTTP or FTP servers. After you have configured your 
system to generate feed on a daily basis, you will want to submit the information to Locanto for 
inclusion. This can be done by submitting here.

If the feed is larger than 100 MB we recommend you to compress the file; preferably with a .gz 
extension.

Illegal XML Characters 

As stated about the intended audience, the reader should already be familiar with the XML elements 
being parsed. It is highly likely that text will contain other XML elements, which is why they are 
deemed as illegal since they can be misinterpreted by the XML parser. Below are the two preferred 
methods for avoiding this problem: 

Entity Reference 

Replace the characters with their corresponding entity reference:

Entity Reference Illegal Character Description of Character

&lt; < Less Than

&gt; > Greater Than

&amp; & Ampersand

&apos; ' Apostrophe

&quot; “ Quotation Mark

https://api.locanto.info/


For example, the following is an incorrect way to include an less than sign: 

<example>1 is < 2</example>  

The correct method is: 

<example>1 is &lt; 2</example> 

CDATA Section

Enclose text values within CDATA sections. A CDATA section begins with "<![CDATA[" and ends 
with "]]>":

Condition Example

Without CDATA <example>comment</example>

With CDATA <example><![CDATA[comment]]></example>
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CHAPTER 2 XML FEED SPECIFICATION

Explains the different XML elements that are included within the Locanto data feed.

Tag Necessary Values Length Description

id ✓ text 20 your ID reference for the ad

title ✓ text 64 job position

description ✓ text 4000 full description of the job offer

url ✓ url ∞ applying url for the advertiser

mobile_url recommended url ∞ useful for mobile devices

email recommended email - contact email for the advertiser

image_url recommended 
(min. logo)

url - up to 5. For multiple pictures, add a tag for 
each one.

tag recommended text 16 up to 3 tags

street recommended text 100 street name and number

zip recommended text 10 zip (postal) code

city ✓ text 50 city name

state recommended text 50 state, region or equivalent territorial 
organization. MANDATORY tag if more 
than one city has the same name.

country ✓ text 2 iso 3166-1 alpha-2 country code

latitude recommended float - latitude in   decimal degrees

longitude recommended float - l  ongitude   in   decimal degrees

job_sector recommended text 50 (e.g. engineering, marketing, sales...)

contract_type recommended integer - 1 = permanent, 2 = temporary,
3 = freelance, 4 = internship, traineeship or 
similar, 5 = other

telecommute recommended integer - 1 = yes, 2 = no

working_hours recommended integer - 1 = full-time, 2 = part-time

salary recommended float - given on a hourly/monthly/yearly basis or 
ranges (e.g. 18000 - 24000)

currency recommended text 3 currency code

experience recommended text 100 minimum experience in years

studies recommended text 50 required education level

ad_type recommended integer - 1 = job offer, 2 = job wanted

company recommended text 50 company or recruiting agency name
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Recommended tags

Locanto prioritises higher-quality ads, so do not hesitate to include the recommended tags, which will 
optimise your positioning.

CHAPTER 3 SAMPLE XML
Provides an example of how a complete feed should look. Provides an example of how a complete 
XML feed should look.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<locanto>
<ad>
<id>13872444</id>
<title><![CDATA[Sales Manager for medium seized retailer]]></title>
<description><![CDATA[We are looking for outstanding, high-energy 
individuals who love the fast paced world of the Internet. Join our 
winning team as a Sales Associate at Bow Tie 
Websites.]]></description>
<url><![CDATA[http://www.exampleurl.com/your  listing]]></url>
<mobile_url><!
[CDATA[http://  m  .exampleurl.com/your  listing]]></mobile_url>
<email><![CDATA[advertiser@email.com]]></email>
<image_url>http://static.locanto.co.uk/images/9247_0711/logo/Locanto
_200.png</image_url>
<tag><![CDATA[sales]]></tag>
<tag><![CDATA[sales manager]]></tag>
<tag><![CDATA[sales management]]></tag>
<street><![CDATA[0 Baker Street]]></street>
<zip><![CDATA[W1U 8ED]]></zip>
<city><![CDATA[London]]></city> 
<state><![CDATA[Greater London]]></city>
<country><![CDATA[UK]]></country>
<latitude>51.520249</latitude>
<longitude>-0.156737</longitude>
<job_sector><![CDATA[Engineering]]></job_sector>
<contract_type>1</contract_type>
<telecommute>2</telecommute>
<working_hours>1</working_hours>
<salary><![CDATA[£42000/year]]></salary>
<experience><![CDATA[Two years' sales experience]]></experience>
<studies><![CDATA[Degree in Mechanical Engineering]]></studies>
<ad_type>1</ad_type>
<company><![CDATA[Sirius Cybernetics Corp.]]></company>
</ad>
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CHAPTER 4 CONTACT / LEAD OPTIONS

Describes the different methods users can contact your advertisements. 

Below you can find an example of a  Locanto "Jobs" ad. Users can contact the advertiser via the 
"Contact advertiser button".
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In order to obtain a lead from our users to your advertiser we offer the following options: 

1. Provide email address -> Lead goes directly to your advertiser (they will be prioritised)

2. Provide redirected email -> Lead goes via your system to your advertiser 

3. Provide a white label answer form, hosted by your site 

4. Provide your ad URL -> User gets to the ad on your site (least recommended)
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CHAPTER 5 FEED CHECKLIST 
Provides an overview of the key aspects that should be covered before submitting your feed for review 
by the Locanto team. 

Below are the main points that should be checked before submitting your XML feed for review by the 
Locanto team: 

1. Successfully generate a feed according to the format presented within this document with all of 
the desired content. 

2. Verify the file is well formed. 

3. Submit your feed details to Locanto: http://www.locanto.com/info/partner
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